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NJ. This page may not be sold or distributed without theItll make you feel better, wont it Use the
above address for a check, M.O. or cash. NOTE they only print in Black and White. I still accept
donations to maintain this Camera Manual The system Just like 110 film, the So there may be film
There are a few places to get this film Every camera company put out Due to the more Plus many
photo processors. This series began as very simple but automatic Point and Shoots but evolved into
sophisticated photographic equipment. There is no question they were entry level cameras aimed at
the mass market but for millions of people they offered everything they wanted and more. It is
heavily reinforce with cellophane tape but still readable except for a few lines caught in the folds of
the paper. This sheet was added to describe the added features in the Caption. Publication CII180D
1990 However, to be clear, I have no right to the trademarks or printed material, brochures or
manuals that originate with Canon Inc. Finished book size is A5 148 x 210mm. 42 pages long. Our
reprints are high quality, printed on 80gsm superwhite Canon paper on a Canon office copier. The
pages are then spiral bound with a clear acetate front cover and red card back cover, held together
with a strong white wire. Your manual will lay flat when open and will last for as long as your
camera, with a little bit of care. Manuals over 400 pages long may be supplied as more than one
book. You may find documents other than justWe keep our list of direct Canon driver and firmware
links uptodate so they are easy to find when you need them. Used Very GoodPlease try again.Please
try again.Please choose a different delivery location.In order to navigate out of this carousel please
use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate
to the next or previous heading.
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In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.We
positioned the power zoom buttons in front for easy reach. Designed an oversized mode dial for
quick access. Heres a camera that makes it so easy to reach a new level of picturetaking excellence.
A camera thats so compact and stylish, youll always want it with you.And great pictures. The beauty
of Canons Sure Shot 85 Zoom Platinum camera goes way beyond its sleek style and ultracompact
convenience. Here is a camera that introduces a new world of creativity. Effortlessly. Just press the
power zoom button and go from 38 mm wideangle to 85 mm closeup in an instant. Composing the
perfect scene has never been easier. You can count on sharp, dramatically vivid photos every time,
thanks to Canons famed 3point Autofocus. The Sure Shot 85 Zoom Platinum is nothing short of
brilliant, with its powerhouse flash and flattering RedEye Reduction. Its so carefree to use, with
automatic film load, advance and rewind. Choose from wideangle group scenes and landscapes to
intimate portraits and closeups. Simply press the shutter button and Canons famed 3Point Autofocus
goes to work, delivering vibrant, razor sharp details even in the trickiest situations.as when one of
your subjects is far from the center of the photo. Select the ultrafast Real Time shutter setting when
every second counts. Great for sport events, or any occasion that demands instant, dependable
response. The Sure Shot 85s powerful builtin flash does more than light up the night. It features
ingenious RedEye reduction technology for naturally bright eyes. And youre sure to appreciate its
SlowSync mode that adjusts flash and shutter speed to reveal background and foreground subjects
with impressive clarity. An oversized mode dial gives you quick and easy access to the particular
mode setting youre looking for.



Our RoundtheClock Flash does more than light up the night. It features ingenious red eye reduction
technology for naturally bright eyes. And youre sure to appreciate its SlowSync mode that adjusts
flash and shutter speed to reveal background and foreground subjects with impressive clarity. Right
on top for easy reach, the Sure Shot 85 Zooms Control Mode Dial lets you quickly switch to Auto,
various flash options including RedEye Reduction and SelfTimer. Years and years down the road,
certain photos continue to delight us. The Sure Shot 85 Zooms clever date imprint feature makes it
so easy to keep track of treasured times by imprinting the date you took your photos on the front of
each print.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a
simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Lyssayn 4.0 out of 5 stars I needed to find a film camera that would a take good pictures and b be as
dummyproof as possible. The film autoloads, so Dad and I has confidence that the film is in properly.
The buttons on the front zoom in and zoom out so, while it takes him a second to fatfinger which
button is which, hes only got 2 options and its pretty obvious which one hes landed on. Its got a very
long cord, so he can wear it around his neck; not stylish, Ill admit, but hes always got in within
reach.She is actually a knowledgeable photographer having taken photography courses in school,
but wanted a simple pointandshoot that she could use without having to think about fstops and
shutter speeds. As I am also a photography fan since my misspent youth, its common ground for us,
and I get to see all of her pictures. I have to say that the camera has far exceeded both our
expectations. It does a very respectable job under a variety of conditions and produces sharp,
wellfocused, consistent photos.

It is simple to use and the zoom lens is terrific. We have not seen the flash problems that some of the
other reviewers have reported. But I think perhaps the best feature of this camera is its portability.
It is so small and light and the lens retracts into the body and covers up when the power is turned
off that she is able to keep it in her pocketbook at all times. We called the Canon 800 number and
were referred to a local authorized repair center to whom we brought it. That was about a week ago.
Even though the situation is not yet resolved, I thought it was important to post this update, since
Ive seen exactly this same problem reported in several of the other reviews here. The camera was
not heavily used nor was it abused in the year that my daughter owned it. I am reducing my rating to
4stars because of this. I will update again when we get the camera back from Canon.I was initially
disturbed to find that the camera requires DXcoded film. I usually order my film from a mail order
supplier and they do not carry DX film which, from what Ive been able to discover, means that there
is more information bar coded onto the canister. This I could live without. However, the manual tells
you that its possible to use regular film though it may be a little more difficult to load, and
furthermore it will always register as ISO 25 not 100 or 200 or 400. I was pretty unhappy about all
this. The results were very good in all conditions. Next, we loaded regular Kodak film ISO 200. I
could not get the film to load. I placed the reel in with various lengths of film exposed but that didnt
help. I tried to depress the shutter button as recommended in the manual, but that did not help. My
husband got the film to load on the first try. I believe this is because I had warmed it up for him.
Again we took pictures in many circumstances and the quality, surprisingly, was fine. The features
offered work well.

I would say the only problem withe this camera, as with its predecessor, is a sluggish zoom
mechanism. A very good camera at a good price.It does have one though screw in type. If youve read
Nick Kelshs book on photographing babies, this camera has everything you need to make them
great. Love it so much, Im buying another one for a friend. And if you have a little one in the house
or know someone who does, this would make a great companion gift with Nick Kelshs book too.
Maybe a shower gift from everybody at work You wont be sorry!I first used the Canon Sure Shot 85
Platinum on my vacation to Niagiara Falls, and I got PLATINUM photos in return. The red eye
reduction is nice, although the person must look directly at the camera. I would definatley



reccomend this product to anyone. Picture taking has never been so much fun! It can also mean that
the film has misloaded. Although this is repairable, its usually not economically viable. Login to post
How do I load the film Heres a copy of the user manual You may need to shoot in Manual M mode
though.You better use auto mode. If you want specifications this is the link, It can also mean that the
film has misloaded. Although this is repairable, its usually not economically viable.I have ruined
quite a few rolls of film trying to work with it.I really like this camera. It takes wonderful pictures
when the film will load.Answer questions, earn points and help others. Sure shot 85 zoom Film
Camera pdf manual download. Sureshot 80u and sureshot 90u manual 9 pages. Please select your
Canon camera below in order to access the latest downloads. Canon Founded in Japan in 1930, the
original company name was Precision. PowerShot S SD SX TX Prima Sure Shot T. Canon PowerShot
S Series.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. An advanced 3point AiAF
autofocus system also ensures outstanding results, even when the main subject is not located in the
center of the frame.

Other features include an RT Real Time release mode, which enables users to capture the decisive
moment in any shooting situation, as well as standard and panorama Japanese model only, with date
imprint picture formats while shooting on the same roll of film. A Mode Dial located on the top of the
camera puts all of the operation functions, including the OFF switch and six different shooting
modes, at the user’s fingertips. The camera has a stylish thin, flatbody design. This page requires
Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browsers
documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.Access your account, or create a new account, click here to get started.
Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size
Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size The
Limited International Warranty is only effective upon presentation of the warranty card and proof of
purchase. Equipment covered by this Warranty will be repaired by Canon International Warranty
Members located in the United States, Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom and New Zealand
WITHOUT CHARGE. List of Canon International Warranty Members included with the equipment.
Equipment covered by this Warranty will be repaired by Canon International Warranty Members
WITHOUT CHARGE, except for insurance, transportation and handling charges. See list of Canon
International Warranty Members included with the equipment. When returning equipment for
warranty service, the shipping charges must be prepaid and the equipment should be shipped in its
original carton or box, or an equivalent, properly packed to withstand the hazards of shipment and
be fully insured. A copy of this warranty card and proof of purchase should be enclosed, as well as a
description of the problem, film samples, etc.

This warranty only covers defective materials or workmanship encountered in normal use of the
equipment, and does not apply in the following cases Fred Thomas Drive, P.O. Box 33336, Takapuna
Auckland Canon UK Ltd. Brent Trading Centre. Japan Tokyu Mita Bldg, 31215 Mita, Minatoku,
Tokyo 1088011 Tel 810334559353 Scroll down to easily select items to add to your shopping cart for
a faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store With three lens elements in three groups,
chromatic aberration and distortion are effectively corrected to give crystalclear images. Eye fatigue
is not a problem even after prolonged use.It features a 3way pan head for precise control and
smooth movement. The 3section tubular leg construction allows for exceptional stability indoors or
out.The Deluxe Tripod 300 features a 3 way pan head for precise control while the 3 section tubular
leg construction allows enhanced stability indoors and outdoors.It features a foam grip on the top
leg section, a hand strap, flip lock leg sections, and rubber leg tip. As a side note; this is the only
camera so far I’ve reviewed that originally came with factory installed batteries, in both the camera
2CR5, and a couple of CR1220 for the remote, however, the main camera battery still had some
power, but not enough to operate it properly. I guess Canon thought that describing the blinking as
4, or 16 times per second would be confusing. Additionally, the camera is fully automatic, with only a



couple of flash control options, and unfortunately has no exposure adjustments whatsoever, so let’s
hope the auto exposure system does a good job; and if not, the camera becomes a nice looking paper
weight for your desk. Let’s find out now! Autoboy Zoom Super in Japan, and Prima Zoom F in
Europe. Owner’s manual, a black vinyl carrying case and neck strap. Self timer with Remote control.
Real image zoom viewfinder, 84% coverage, 0.41x magnification at 39mm, and 0.83 at 85mm.

Has frame guidelines, autofocus mark, closeup correction marks, green autofocus indicator and red
flash indicator lights on the side of the viewfinder; solid green means focus is locked, and you’re
good to shoot, blinking green means it isn’t focused properly. Solid red means the flash is charged
and ready. Defaults to ISO 100 when no code is detected. Click for larger images. The end of the
zoom lens has a rubber coating around it, and it won’t take any filters. The flash zooms with the
focal length, meaning it adjusts the dispersion angle accordingly; a unique feature on a point and
shoot camera.Doing this ensures the camera doesn’t miss focus on foreground clutter and window
glass. The viewfinder is clear and bright, but a bit small. The two small lights on the left side of the
viewfinder window are; the top one is green for AF confirmation, and the bottom one is red for flash
status and shake warning. The DX code reader is at the back of the cartridge compartment, but not
visible in this shot. At the back of the lens you’ll see a rectangular flat black stray light shield. The
film pressure plate is metal, and the film tensioner is spring steel. I see moltoprene spongy light
sealing material around the film reminder window, but nowhere else. Although there are marks at
50mm, 70mm and 85mm, you can set the zoom at any length in between. The button below is for
flash mode; on, off or slow sync. Both the shooting, and flash modes go back to default when the
power is turned off. The two coin cell CR1220 batteries can be replaced on the remote by removing
the cover. It’s really just for protecting the camera as there isn’t any way to carry it around your
neck or belt. I guess the loop is for running the camera neck strap through and letting it hang so you
don’t lose it while taking a snap. Kodak Gold 200 used for all shots. Click for larger images. I think
39mm; seems underexposed slightly.

I see decent background blur, but maybe the focus hit the shoulder instead of the face. Very sharp in
the central area, with minor softening along the sides. My copy was probably made close to the end
of the run for the model, maybe in the early 1990s, and I was the first one to actually use it. I wish I
had it back then for recording my travels and friends, but I was broke, and only had enough money
for this one. The Sure Shot Zoom XL has a range of 3985mm; so it barely hits what I consider wide
angle coverage, and seems too restrictive today, but back then it was very common. Also, the
camera handles well, and does have some heft to it, but it’s still much lighter, and has a smaller
footprint than a SLR with zoom lens. The exposures overall were pretty accurate, but I think I’d like
at least another stop of light for my taste when using print film. Canon claims the Sure Shot Zoom
XL will “detect backlight situations, and adjust the exposure by 2 steps,” but my results suggested
the feature didn’t work very well. I think the camera chooses to protect the highlights by default,
maybe as a precaution for slide film that Canon thought would be used more often than print film;
however, I haven’t tried any slide film yet to confirm my theory. A workaround for this is tape over
the DX code on the film canister of either ISO 200 or 400 speed print film, and the camera will
default to ISO 100, so in this way you get exposure compensation; I may do that on my next roll. The
idea is that you can frame your subject at a certain focal length or magnification, the camera will
memorized it, and will automatically frame the subject at the same apparent size using a different
zoom length as you change your shooting distance and angle from the subject. This type of gimmick
was popular back then, but it’s a little confusing to set up, and not really worth it in my opinion, so I
guess that’s why manufacturers drop it a few years later.

But just between you and me, I’d rather carry this one around for fun. Please turn on Javascript in
order to fully enjoy this website. Learn how here. For the best experience on the web. Saying no will
not stop you from seeing Etsy ads, but it may make them less relevant or more repetitive.Please



update to the latest version. Both registration and sign in support using Google and Facebook
accounts. Escape will close this window.Etsy may send you communications; you may change your
preferences in your account settings.Learn more Camera Canon A1.Please Log in to
subscribe.Register to confirm your address. We delete comments that violate our policy, which we
encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Something
went wrong.The power zoom buttons are positioned in front for easy reach. An oversized mode dial
is designed for quick access. Heres a camera that makes it so easy to reach a new level of
picturetaking excellence. A camera thats so compact and stylish, youll always want it with you.And
great pictures. The beauty of Canons Sure Shot 85 Zoom Platinum camera goes way beyond its sleek
style and ultracompact convenience. Here is a camera that introduces a new world of creativity.
Effortlessly. Just press the power zoom button and go from 38 mm wideangle to 85 mm closeup in an
instant. Composing the perfect scene has never been easier. You can count on sharp, dramatically
vivid photos every time, thanks. I just purchased a Canon SureShot from smittysclue. I had to wait
for the photos to come to write a review. ITS PERFECT !! The case and camera are in Pristine shape
and the zoom works perfect. Its in better shape than my old babied Minolta camera. I have had all
types of experiences shopping on Ebay good and bad. Shop at smittysclue if you dont mind having
nothing to complain about. It works well. It makes great pictures.It makes clear pictures. Just point
and shoot. Very easy to operate.The same one from when I was young.

Cancel Thanks, well look into this. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including
books and audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. Report this Document
Download Now save Save Canon Sureshot 85 Zoom For Later 0 ratings 0% found this document
useful 0 votes 16 views 42 pages Canon Sureshot 85 Zoom Uploaded by savden Description Manual
for Canon Sureshot 85 Zoom Full description save Save Canon Sureshot 85 Zoom For Later 0% 0%
found this document useful, Mark this document as useful 0% 0% found this document not useful,
Mark this document as not useful Embed Share Print Download Now Jump to Page You are on page
1 of 42 Search inside document Browse Books Site Directory Site Language English Change
Language English Change Language. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this
purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak
periods and will depend on when your payment clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended.
This item may be a floor model or an item that has been returned to the seller after a period of use.
See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections.

Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in
the listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions
opens in a new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a
postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 3. We may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. Terms and
conditions apply. Subject to credit approval. We may receive commission if your application for
credit is successful. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. The manual is automatically downloaded on the desktop or in the file
downloads of your computer. The same way is also possible if you prefer to search by choosing the
menu Brands.To view the documents, you must have Adobe Reader installed on your computer. To



download free the most recent version of this software click here. Something went wrong. View cart
for details. Sell on eBay Sell Film Cameras User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. I was sort of a little. See more The flash wont work and it continuo. Im
not very active on Flickr anymore. Seems like every time. They are th. Its me again with another
issue. So far my attempts at low light. I recently bought Top Shot for my friend and Im doing a test
roll, b. Why post in this p. Came with a battery. Rewo. The manual is in excellent condition with no
tears or dogeared pages, just a bit of wear on the front. It is in English, Spanish, French and
Portugeuse. I also have a dealer name stamped, but otherwise unmarked Warranty Card from Canon
Australia that goes with it. I dont shoot with these cameras but I got the manual in with a lot of
Minolta gear I bought and I thought someone here may want it as I dont like throwing manuals
away.

I am in Australia so it is totally free inc postage to anywhere in Australia but if anyone from overseas
wants it, it will only cost you the Australia Post postage costs. PM me if youre interested, first person
gets it. Cheers. Using the online preview, you can quickly view the contents and go to the page
where you will find the solution to your problem with Canon Sure Shot 105 ZOOM S. To start
viewing the user manual Canon Sure Shot 105 ZOOM S on full screen, use the button Fullscreen.
However, if you do not want to take up too much of your disk space, you can always download it in
the future from ManualsBase. The option to print the manual has also been provided, and you can
use it by clicking the link above Print the manual. You do not have to print the entire manual Canon
Sure Shot 105 ZOOM S but the selected pages only. paper. If you want to quickly view the content of
pages found on the following pages of the manual, you can use them.


